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In the next weeks...

- AMA, CDC, and NVPO will review of comments from
  – session discussions/stick-on notes/feedback forms
- Develop list of key action items
- Review working group composition and welcome
  new members to working groups
- Reach out to Summit participants who have not yet
  expressed a working group preference
- Prepare meeting summary for participants
- Prepare proceedings for submission to peer-reviewed journal
Working Groups will drive Summit action

• Over the course of the next year...
  – Working groups will identify 2-3 actionable items to accomplish, based upon feedback from Summit
  – Secure commitment from stakeholders to assume leadership roles for specific actions
  – Work toward Adult Summit 2013 – report back from the working groups on past year’s accomplishments
• Commitment for action to “make things happen” versus watch things happen or ask what happened?
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Secretariat

• Commitment to maintain adult summit as an annual meeting, co-sponsored by AMA, CDC, NVPO
  – Secretariat will maintain links with NVAC and other federal agencies within HHS
• Leadership committee will be developed to provide advice on Adult Summit to:
  – Facilitate working groups, including tracking and coordinating of activities and actions;
  – Maintain open communications between entire Summit;
  – Identify and respond to important adult immunization issues with Summit support
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